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Kapitel 4: Madara the devil (Naruto)

Basierend auf Selena Gomez "Cruella De Vil"

Madara Uchiha
Madara Uchiha
he scares the shit out of you,
like not even Kyuubi will.
For years he manipulates humans according to his will
Madara the human devil.

Behind this colourful mask,
rests a lunatic mind.
All Hokages in this world, shall better beware
behind the curtains he plans Konoha`s overkill.
Look out for Madara the devil.

Madara, the human devil.
If he doesn't scare you, not even Kyuubi will.
Madara, the human devil.
We can guess that he must be strong as even Pain follows his will.
Madara the devil.

Kyuubis summoning,
the Uchihas now resting in peace,
oh yes we know all very well about his malificent deeds.
The world was such a wholesome place until,
Akatsuki was founded by this human devil.
Oh yeah!

Madara, the human devil.
If he doesn't scare you, not even Kyuubi will.
Madara, the human devil.
we can guess that he must be strong as even Pain follows his will.
Madara the devil.
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In his Tobi disguise he acts like the greatest oodbal.
But after some time came the really disturbing shock.
We've come to realize,
by looking in his eye,
he`s an Uchiha who once stood at the family`s top!

Madara, the human devil.
If he doesn't scare you, not even Kyuubi will.
Madara, the human devil.
we can guess that he must be strong as even Pain follows his will.
Madara the devil.

Madara, the human devil.
If he doesn't scare you, not even Kyuubi will.
Madara, the human devil.
We can guess that he must be strong as even Pain follows his will.
Madara the devil.
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